As a result of all student registration, the following classes are closed:

6218-12 Professional Responsibility - Lee
6231-10 Advanced Evidence Seminar - Kirkpatrick
6254-10 Corporate Finance - Roth
6262-10 Corporation Law Seminar - Esposito
6264-10 Securities Law Seminar - Fairfax L
6280-10 Secured Transactions - Wyrsch
6290-10 Banking Law - Manns
6295-10 Sports and the Law - Carter
6296-20 Business Planning - Eule
6352-10 Family Law Seminar - Riddler
6360-10 Criminal Procedure - Kerr
6363-20 Role of the Federal Prosecutor - Goelman A/Hoffinger
6364-10 White Collar Crime - Eliason
6379-11 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Fairfax R
6379-12 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Braman
6379-13 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Maher
6379-20 Criminal Law/Procedure Seminar - Canan
6395-10 Constitutional Law/Supreme Court - Turley
6400-20 Administrative Law - Gavoor
6411-12 Health Care Law Seminar - Rosenbaum
6418-20 Leg Analysis & Drafting - Craighill/Strokoff
6426-13 Public Law Seminar - Buchman
6426-14 Public Law Seminar - Good friend
6427-10 Selected Topics in Public Law - Selmi
6458-10 Environmental Negotiations - Juni
6482-20 Patent Enforcement - Aden/Maurer/Underhill
6486-10 Information Privacy Law - Solove
6488-10 Art, Cultural Heritage & the Law - Fries/Garfinkle
6496-11 Intellectual Property Law Seminar - Nunziato
6496-20 Intellectual Property Law Seminar - Rosenthal
6521-20 International Money Laundering - Smith/Lasich
6558-10 International Negotiations - Camp
6562-11 Public International Law Seminar - Murphy
6562-12 Public International Law Seminar - Dickinson
6606-10 Law and Literature - Solove
6614-10 Law and Psychiatry - Blackmon
6640-21 Trial Advocacy - Campbell
6640-22 Trial Advocacy - Horn
6640-23 Trial Advocacy - Rankin/Sulton
6640-24 Trial Advocacy - Gilligan/Naughton
6646-11 Mediation - Terry
6646-12 Mediation - Rainey
6646-40 Mediation - Terry/Harvey
6647-20 Alternative Disputer Resolution - Hoffman
6648-11 Negotiations - Abramowitz
6648-40 Negotiations - Ray
6650-20 Client Interviewing/Counseling - Privor/Schamel
6652-11 Legal Drafting - Wintrol
6652-13 Legal Drafting - DeVigne
6652-21 Legal Drafting - Leo
6652-22 Legal Drafting - Kent
6652-23 Legal Drafting - Berl
6665-10 Upper Level Writing - Thornton
6879-20 Cybersecurity Law & Policy - Glick